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Join us on Wednesday, April 14 for Palantir’s first Double Click event — a series of demos that showcase how our platforms are used by customers in 40 industries around the world.

Life Sciences
Industrials

The first Double Click will highlight Life Sciences and Industrials. The demos will showcase how our customers can use Archetypes on top of Foundry to deploy end-to-end use cases in a matter of clicks — for everything from prognostic model management to high-scale IoT analytics.
Life Sciences Join the leaders of our Life Sciences business, Kathleen McMahon and Ben Amor, to learn how Foundry is accelerating clinical research and analysis of evidence.

SEE HOW OUR CUSTOMERS:

- Complete the patient picture by harmonizing observational, clinical, and molecular data
- Ensure the security of critical media data through purpose-based access controls
- Improve patient outcomes through prognostic model management
- Accelerate discoveries by promoting scientific collaboration

IN ACTION:

Clinical research Biopharmaceuticals Healthcare providers Drug discovery

Industrials Join the leaders of our Industrials business, Sam Woodward and Liam Mawe, as they reveal how Foundry is powering everything from field force optimization to IoT and sensor data from connected cars.

SEE HOW OUR CUSTOMERS:

- Optimize the production value chain, from raw materials to customer experience
- Power root cause analysis for safer products
- Unlock high-scale, low-latency IoT and sensor data
- Connect complex supply chain networks

IN ACTION:

Construction Manufacturing Distribution After Sales Supply chain